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STATEMENT IN RESPONSE TO PARTICIPANTS STATEMENTS 
 
This statement provides the Council’s response to issues raised within the following 
participants examination statements: 

- REP02001: Quod for Berkeley (referred to herein as “Berkeley”) 
- REP02201: Savills for Housebuilder Consortium (referred to herein as “the 

Consortium”) 
 
In this statement we address some of the challenges raised to the Council’s 
approach and, in the concluding section, outline why the Council considers that the 
changes sought by these participants would not be acceptable. 
 
1. Robustness and transparency of the model used for SUE appraisals 
 
1.1 The viability modelling tool used by the Council is the Homes and 

Communities Agency (HCA) Development Appraisal Tool.  
 

1.2 In their Statement, the Consortium suggest that because the model used by 
the Council is not ‘an industry standard appraisal tool’ the Council’s evidence 
‘is intrinsically opaque’ and ‘prevents unadulterated sensitivity testing of the 
variables’ (para 27). 

 
1.3 This position fails to recognise that the model is publicly and freely available 

such that any participant or objector could use it to conduct sensitivity testing 
of the Council’s assumptions. This is in contrast to the software used by the 
Consortium which is a proprietary model and not readily available to the 
public. 
 

1.4 The HCA model is one that has been used with success in other CIL studies, 
and is used widely in planning circles.  
 

1.5 It has been used by developers in Reigate & Banstead in making viability 
submissions as part of planning applications. By way of example, the Council 
note that it is the model which the Horley North West Sector Consortium (who 
Savills are representing) has accepted should be used as the basis of any 
viability testing for the Horley North West Sector through the section 106 
agreement, unless otherwise agreed by the Council. 
 

1.6 The Council therefore considers the HCA Development Appraisal Tool to be a 
robust, industry used and accepted model for the purposes of viability testing. 

 
2. Urban Extension typologies tested 

 
2.1 Both the Consortium (at para 2 of their statement) and Berkeley (at para 12 of 

theirs) highlight that the Council’s Core Strategy relies on the delivery of 
strategic urban extension sites (SUEs).  
 
 

2.2 The Council agrees that, for the purposes of CIL, the SUEs are strategic sites 
and that meeting the Core Strategy housing target is likely to be reliant upon 
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their delivery in the longer term. It is for this reason that the Council identified 
and tested specific SUE scenarios as part of it viability testing, at the scale of 
150 and 300 units.  
 

2.3 Both the Consortium and Berkeley maintain that the Council should undertake 
viability appraisal for a larger size of SUE. Berkeley suggest that there is no 
justification for the Council not assessing the top end of the Core Strategy 
range of 700 units (para 14 of their statement). The Consortium – following 
discussion with the Council – now consider that testing of a 700 unit scheme 
is unnecessary (para 29 of their statement) but feel that testing of a 500 unit 
scheme is justified. 
 

2.4 As set out in the Council’s response to Matter 3, Issue 7 [RBBC14], the 
Council’s approach to viability testing of SUE scenarios is based on evidence 
(from the Council’s SHLAA) about the type and size of sites being promoted 
within the broad areas of search for urban extensions. This indicates that 
there are no individual sites being promoted within these areas which are 
capable of delivering either 500 or 700 units on their own, and that therefore, 
the SUE areas will require a number of smaller sites, brought forward 
separately and at a scale more akin to that tested the Council.  
 

2.5 Berkeley suggest that (at para 14 of their statement) that even if SUEs do 
come forward as a number of smaller sites, they will be collectively required to 
mitigate their impacts. Whilst the Council recognises that smaller sites may 
have a cumulative impact it does not consider this justifies treating them as a 
single development for the purposes of CIL viability testing. 
 

2.6 Whilst the Council has agreed, through a Statement of Common Ground with 
the Consortium, to undertake an appraisal of a 500 unit SUE scheme, this is 
to provide consistent and comparable evidence for the Examiner. It does not 
change the Council’s position as set out above and in its statement on Matter 
3 [RBBC14]. The Consortium represent the landowner of the largest single 
site being promoted within any of the Council’s broad areas of search for 
SUEs and have identified a capacity of up to 414 units for that site1. 
 

3. Allowances for section 106 
 
3.1 Berkeley suggest, at para 18 of their statement, that the Council’s viability 

testing should include a section 106 allowance of ‘upwards of £15,000 per 
dwelling’ for SUEs. The Consortium estimate that – taking the example of a 
hypothetical 500 unit SUE site – that section 106 costs could be between 
£14,400 and £19,800 per unit (Appendix 1 of their statement). It is the 
Council’s understanding - from the representation made at Draft Charging 
Schedule stage - that the Consortium does not disagree with the s106 
allowance made by the Council for the Horley North West Sector; and adopts 
this level for its own appraisals (Appendix 2b [REP02201b]). 
 

                                                           
1
 This is based on a density of 35dph which is significantly above the 24dph assumed by the Council for its SUE 

appraisals. 
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3.2 As set out in the Council’s statement in response to Matter 3 Issue 4 
[RBBC14], the allowances made by the Council regarding ongoing s106 
contributions are justified by locally specific evidence. The allowances are at a 
level which (as would be expected) reflects the Council’s intended future 
approach to the use of s106 as set out in both the draft Regulation 123 list 
[RBBC02] and the Position Statement on the use of s106 [RBBC03].  
 

3.3 The Council therefore disagrees with the alternative s106 figures suggested 
by Berkeley and the Consortium, which are based on a hypothetical/notional 
estimate (The Consortium at paragraph 7 and Appendix 1) or linked back to 
the s106 requirements on the Horley North West Sector, which is significantly 
larger in scale than the Core Strategy SUEs (Berkeley at paragraph 18). The 
Council notes that s106 assumptions based on local evidence have been 
favoured as a “more robust and precise testing methodology than using a 
large ‘notional’ development as a proxy to strategic site development” in other 
CIL examinations (paragraph 41 from Bracknell Forest Examiner’s Report). 
The Council also notes that the £10,000 figure adopted is consistent with s106 
allowances accepted elsewhere in CIL examinations for sites of a similar 
scale (for example, in East Cambridgeshire). 
 

3.4 The Council therefore considers that its assumption, which is informed by 
specific local evidence and consistent with practice accepted elsewhere, is to 
be favoured to the alternative figures advocated in participants statements. 
 

3.5 The Council would also like to take this opportunity to correct two points within 
Berkeley’s statement. 
 

3.6 Firstly, at para 15, reference is made to the 2012 SHLAA in relation to 
potential infrastructure requirements on SUEs. The Council would highlight 
that the table cited was an assessment of the potential maximum land budget 
needed to accommodate 1,600 homes provided as a single site. It predates 
the adopted Core Strategy, and therefore does not reflect the fact that the 
Core Strategy splits this provision across a number of broad areas in different 
locations across the borough, the infrastructure requirements for which will 
inevitably be different. 
 

3.7 Secondly, the Council considers the assessment by Berkeley - of the 
suggested impact which increasing s106 allowances from £10,000 to £15,000 
per unit would have on the surplus available for CIL (at para 18) – to be 
incorrect. Based on the chargeable floorspace assumed in the Council’s two 
SUE appraisals, (see Appendix 2 of this statement), a £5,000 per unit 
increase in s106 allowances would equate to a reduction in CIL of around £60 
per sqm across the schemes as a whole and not the £100 per sqm 
suggested. 
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4. Instalments/Phasing Policy 
 
4.1 The Consortium (at para 10 of their statement) advocates use of a bespoke 

Instalments Policy for larger scale development.  
 

4.2 As set out in the Council’s response to Matter 2 Issue 8 [RBBC13], the 
Council sought views on a possible instalment policy during consultation on its 
Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule, and its proposed policy incorporates 
scope for negotiation on the timing of payments on sites with significant CIL 
liabilities on a case by case basis similar to that advocated by The 
Consortium. 
 

5. Comparison of proposed levy rates to nearby areas 
 
5.1 The Consortium’s statement compares the Council’s CIL rates with those of 

nearby authorities (paragraph 15 of their statement and Table 3.3 in their 
original representations [REP022]).  
 

5.2 The Council considers this comparison to be misleading. None of the 
authorities listed in the Consortium’s response to the DCS are proposing large 
scale greenfield residential schemes comparable to the SUEs proposed in 
Reigate & Banstead. Such sites would not be considered to be strategic sites 
on which the relevant plan relies. These authorities’ charges therefore reflect 
the viability of urban sites which will accommodate the majority – if not all – of 
their planned growth. 
 

5.3 The Council also notes that the adjoining area of Mole Valley is currently 
consulting on a CIL charge for rural greenfield developments of £250 per sqm. 
 

5.4 The Consortium’s statement also notes that other large scale strategic sites 
nationwide have attracted a low or zero CIL charge (para 24). The Council is 
aware that some authorities have adopted a low or zero charge for strategic 
sites. However, others have adopted levy rates for strategic sites similar to, 
and even significantly above, those proposed by the Council. This includes: 

 Bracknell Forest – Assumed sales values of £3,032 to £3,400 per sqm for 
greenfield residential schemes – adopted CIL charges of £150 to £220 per 
sqm 

 Wokingham – Assumed sales values of £3,013 to £3,229 per sqm for 
Strategic Development Locations – adopted CIL charges of £300 to £365 
per sqm. 

 
6. Profit 
 
6.1 As set out in the Council’s statement on Matter 3 Issue 5, the profit 

assumptions used by the Council in its appraisals are as follows: 

 20% on GDV of private market units 

 6% on GDV of affordable units. 
 

6.2 These assumptions are consistent with what has been widely accepted at a 
number of CIL examinations despite challenge from the development industry. 
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The Council considers its assumptions to represent a level of profit which is 
sufficient to motivate a “willing developer” to bring forward development and is 
sufficient to meet the requirements needed to obtain lending. 
 

6.3 The Consortium, at para 26 of their statement, suggests that a profit level of 
25% blended is required. This appears inconsistent with the position set out in 
their original DCS representations (paragraph Table 4.4. and 4.5 [REP022]).  
 

6.4 At any rate, the Council notes that this assumption – which is suggested as 
being the minimum necessary for developers (and lenders) to proceed with 
long term, complex strategic development – is at odds with the level of profit 
which the Consortium has agreed to for the purposes of viability testing 
through the section 106 obligation for the Horley North West Sector: this is 
defined as 20% on gross development value and 5% on cost for affordable 
housing units. 
 

7. Build costs and sales vales 
 

7.1 The Consortium, at paragraph 17 of their statement, explain that in updating 
their appraisal outcomes, they have updated assumptions relating to build 
costs to reflect a May 2015 base date. These will be explained in the 
Statement of Common Ground. In summary, their appraisals assume: 

 An 8% increase in build costs between February and May 

 A 1.52% increase in sales values between February and May 
 

7.2 The Council considers that its own viability evidence [RBBC04 and RBBC05] 
presents a robust and consistent snapshot of the market at a point in time 
(February 2015), based on the most up to date evidence available at the time 
(see the Council’s statements on Matter 2 and 3 [RBBC13 and RBBC14]. As a 
matter of principle, the Council disagrees that it is necessary or proportionate 
to update the viability appraisals between Draft Charging Schedule and 
Examination stage. 
 

7.3 The Council does not disagree with the build cost increase adopted by the 
Consortium which it understands to be drawn from an industry source (BCIS). 
 

7.4 However, the Council disagrees with the increase in sales value adopted by 
the Consortium. The Council understands the increase to be drawn from the 
Land Registry, however notes that it is not specific to Reigate & Banstead and 
is based on the entire market (including resales), rather than new build as per 
the Council’s original evidence. 
 

7.5 The Council would highlight the following specific data which suggests the 
sales value increase used by the Consortium is low: 

 Office of National Statistics mix-adjusted house price data for new build 
homes in the South East shows average values increased by 7.3% 
between February and May, compared to only 1.2% across the market as 
a whole in the South East. This indicates that the new build market has 
continued to grow more strongly than the general market and lends weight 
an increase greater than 1.52%. 
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 Analysis of actual new build property sales in Reigate & Banstead in the 
three months before and after February 2015 (i.e. December to 
February/March to May), average per square metre sales values 
increased by 5.2% (see Appendix 1). 

 
8. Revised viability testing based on Statement of Common Ground 
 
8.1 The Consortium, as part of their response to Matter 3 Issue 1 (paragraphs 14-

20 and Table 1 of their statement), have prepared updated viability testing to 
reflect the assumptions set out in the forthcoming Statement of Common 
Ground. 
 

8.2 The Council has also prepared a comparable set of updated appraisals 
following these assumptions using the HCA Development Appraisal Tool 
model. The outputs are summarised in Table 1 below and supersede any 
previous appraisals presented by the Council for the SUE and Horley North 
West scenarios. Appraisal summaries are included at Appendix 2. 
 
Table 1: Council’s updated viability appraisals based on Statement of 
Common Ground assumptions 
 Net site 

area (ha) 
Chargeable 
floorspace 

RLV (£/ha) BLV (£/ha) Max surplus 
for CIL  
(per ha) 

Max surplus 
for CIL  
(per sqm) 

North West Horley 
(RBBC) 

55.9 121,263 £1,367,835 £800,000 £567,835 £262 

North West Horley 
(Savills) 55.9 121,263 £931,992 £800,000 £131,992 £61 

150 unit SUE 
(RBBC) 6.3 12,018 £1,418,982 £800,000 £618,982 £322 

150 unit SUE 
(Savills) 6.3 12,018 £948,717 £800,000 £148,717 £77 

300 unit SUE 
(RBBC) 12.5 24,072 £1,383,723 £800,000 £583,723 £303 

300 unit SUE 
(Savills) 12.5 24,072 £890,149 £800,000 £90,149 £47 

500 unit SUE 
(RBBC) 20.8 39,768 £1,418,048 £800,000 £618,048 £323 

500 unit SUE 
(Savills) 20.8 39,768 £888,520 £800,000 £88,520 £46 

 
8.3 To assist the Examiner, the Council has also reviewed the Consortium’s latest 

appraisals (and the summaries included at Appendices 2a-2d of their 
statement) in order to try to understand the differences in outputs between the 
two sets of appraisals. The Council notes a number of apparent discrepancies 
and double counted costs in the Consortium’s appraisals. These are 
explained further in Appendix 3. 
 

8.4 If the outputs in Table 1 of the Consortium’s statement (page 5) are adjusted 
to take account of these apparent discrepancies, the maximum CIL levels 
increase as follows: 
 
Table 2: Council review of Consortium’s appraisal outputs 
 Savills 

Max CIL 
Discrepancy Chargeable 

floorspace 
Additional CIL 
(per sqm) 

Total 
CIL 

NWS – Council £233 £7,075,758 130,515 £54 £287 

NWS – Savills £41 £6,391,741 130,515 £53 £84 

500 – Council £144 £3,056,227 39,485 £77 £221 
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500 - Savills £64 £674,910 39,485 £17 £81 

 
9. Conclusions on the rates sought by participants 
 
9.1 For the reasons set out above, the Council considers that the rates and 

alternative assumptions indicated in the participants’ statements are not 
justified. 
 

9.2 The £120 per sqm suggested by Berkeley in their statement (paragraph 22) is 
not informed by any robust appraisal of viability and - as set out in paragraph 
3.7 above – Berkeley have overestimated the impact of increasing s106 
assumptions from £10,000 to £15,000. 
 

9.3 As such, compared to the Council’s detailed evidence of the maximum CIL 
charges which could be supported by such schemes (as set out in Table 2), 
the £120 per sqm rate advocated by Berkeley would represent an unjustifiably 
low figure which fails to give due weight to the significant identified 
infrastructure funding gap (see Council’s statement on Matter 1 [RBBC12]) 
and would therefore not strike an appropriate balance between viability and 
delivery of infrastructure as required by the CIL Regulations (Regulation 14) 
and Practice Guidance (Paragraph 019 25-019-20140612). 
 

9.4 As discussed above, a number of assumptions adopted by the Consortium in 
deriving their alternative rates are inconsistent with detailed local evidence 
and accepted practice through other CIL examinations. In addition, there 
appear to be a number of discrepancies in the appraisals prepared by the 
Consortium which impact significantly on the viability outputs (see Table 2 
above). 
 

9.5 The Council also notes that, at a nil rate as proposed by the Consortium, the 
total value of infrastructure contributions which would be provided by the 
North West Sector development totals only £21.6 million. This is significantly 
below that which the Consortium has already agreed to provide through the 
s106 agreement (which totals over £39 million – as set out in the Council’s 
statement on Matter 3). Even at the maximum charge of £41 per sqm (Table 1 
of the Consortium’s statement) which the scheme could support based on the 
Consortium’s assumption the combined contributions would only be £26.9 
million. Again, this is significantly below that which the Consortium has only 
recently agreed to. This calls into question the robustness of the alternative 
assumptions proposed by the Consortium and adds further weight to the 
Council’s view that the rates proposed by them do not strike an appropriate 
balance between the delivery of infrastructure and economic viability of 
development. 
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APPENDIX 1: NEW BUILD HOUSE PRICE ANALYSIS 
 
Scheme Name Location Unit Types Avg. price per 

sqm 
Sale Period 

December 2014 to February 2015 

Apsley Road (Horley 
North East) 

Horley 3 and 4 bed houses £3,268-£3,758 
(Avg: £3,486) 

Dec 14-Jan 
15 

Lucas Park Drive Tadworth 5 bed houses £4,634-£4,872 
(Avg: £5,322) 

Dec 14-Feb 
15 

Nork Park Nork 4 bed houses £4,744-£5,470 
(Avg: £5,107) 

Dec 14-Jan 
15 

Slipshatch Road Reigate 3 bed house £5,218 Jan 15 

Straight Mile Place Epsom Downs 3 and 4 bed houses £4,258-£4,308 
(Avg: £4,290) 

Dec 14-Jan 
15 

Waterhouse Lane Kingswood 2 bed flats £5,078 Jan 15 

Whittaker Drive 
(Horley North East) 

Horley 4 and 5 bed houses £3,072-£3,398 
(Avg: £3,246) 

Dec 14 

Grange Close Chipstead 5 bed house £3,690 Dec 14 

Bell Street Reigate 2 bed flats £4,776 Feb 15 

West Street Reigate 4 bed house £4,803 Feb 15 

Forest Drive Kingswood 5 bed house £3,690 Jan 15 

Copse Road Redhill 2 bed flats £3,897 Feb 15 

   £4,375  

March 2015 to May 2015 
Bell Street Reigate 2 bed flats £4,627-£4,990 

(Avg: £4,770) 
Mar 15-Apr 
15 

Copse Road Redhill 2 bed flats £4,355-£4,531 
(Avg: £4,443) 

Mar 15-Apr 
15 

Dacre Close Chipstead 2 bed flat £4,592 Mar 15 

Doods Road Reigate 3 bed houses £5,932 Mar 15 

Somers Gate Reigate 3 bed houses £4,892-£4,914 
(Avg: £4,903) 

Mar-May 15 

Elder Close Epsom Downs 4 bed houses £4,683-£4,859 
(Avg: £4,771) 

Apr 15 

Lucas Park Drive Tadworth 5 bed houses £5,526-£5,029 
(Avg: £5,278) 

Mar 15 

Somerset Gardens Redhill 4 bed houses £4,155-£4,227 
(Avg: £4,187) 

Mar 15-May 
15 

Whittaker Drive 
(Horley North East) 

Horley 3 and 4 bed houses £3,474-£4,516 
(Avg: £3,995) 

Mar 15 

Williamson Road Horley 5 bed houses £3,041-£3,158 
(Avg: £3,099) 

Mar-Apr 15 

   £4,602  

 

Increase: 5.19% 
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APPENDIX 2: UPDATED APPRAISAL SUMMARIES 
 

- 2A: 150 UNIT SUE – COUNCIL’S ASSUMPTIONS 
- 2B: 150 UNIT SUE – CONSORTIUM’S ASSUMPTIONS 
- 2C: 300 UNIT SUE – COUNCIL’S ASSUMPTIONS 
- 2D: 300 UNIT SUE – CONSORTIUM’S ASSUMPTIONS 
- 2E: 500 UNIT SUE – COUNCIL’S ASSUMPTIONS 
- 2F: 500 UNIT SUE – CONSORTIUM’S ASSUMPTIONS 
- 2G: HORLEY NORTH WEST – COUNCIL’S ASSUMPTIONS 
- 2H: HORLEY NORTH WEST – CONSORTIUM’S ASSUMPTIONS 
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2A: 150 UNIT SUE – COUNCIL’S ASSUMPTIONS 
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2B: 150 UNIT SUE – CONSORTIUM’S ASSUMPTIONS 
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2C: 300 UNIT SUE – COUNCIL’S ASSUMPTIONS 
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2D: 300 UNIT SUE – CONSORTIUM’S ASSUMPTIONS 
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2E: 500 UNIT SUE – COUNCIL’S ASSUMPTIONS 
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2F: 500 UNIT SUE – CONSORTIUM’S ASSUMPTIONS 
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2G: NORTH WEST SECTOR – COUNCIL’S ASSUMPTIONS 
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2H: NORTH WEST SECTOR – CONSORTIUM’S ASSUMPTIONS 
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APPENDIX 3: DISCREPANCIES IDENTIFIED IN CONSORTIUM APPRAISALS 
 
Issue Impact on Base 

Appraisal 
Impact on Savills 
Assumptions 
Appraisal 

Horley North West 

The Consortium’s appraisals make an allowance 
for “commercial outgoings” (replicated from the 
Council’s original appraisals [see RBBC05 Page 
50]) but also a separate allowance for 
commercial construction costs. However, in the 
Council’s appraisals, the “commercial outgoings” 
includes the build costs for the commercial 
element (as well as other fees etc.). Construction 
costs for commercial premises therefore appear 
to be double counted in the Consortium’s 
appraisals. 

Costs appear to be 
overstated by 
£3,586,246 

Costs appear to be 
overstated by 
£3,586,246 

The Consortium’s appraisals use the 
“residualised price” rather than the benchmark 
price to calculate stamp duty and acquisition 
fees. However, this “residualised price” includes 
the overage for available for CIL, and would not 
therefore be the amount paid to the landowner. 
Acquisition costs therefore appear to be 
overstated. 

Costs appear to be 
overstated by 
£2,092,012 

Costs appear to be 
overstated by 
£1,407,995 

The Consortium’s appraisals make an allowance 
for “abnormals – oil pipeline” at £1,400,000 
(replicated from the Council’s original appraisals 
[see RBBC05 Page 50]) as well as a separate 
abnormals allowance of £1,397,500. Abnormals 
therefore appear to be double counted in the 
Consortium’s appraisals. 

Costs appear to be 
overstated by 
£1,397,500 

Costs appear to be 
overstated by 
£1,397,500 

Total £7,075,758 £6,391,741 

500 unit typology 

The Base appraisal – which reflects the Council’s 
assumptions – includes an allowance of 
£7,200,000 for s106 costs (£14,400 per unit) but 
should be £5,000,000 (£10,000 per unit). 

Costs appear to be 
overstated by 
£2,200,000 

Nil 

The Consortium’s appraisals use the 
“residualised price” rather than the benchmark 
price to calculate stamp duty and acquisition 
fees. However, this “residualised price” includes 
the overage for available for CIL, and would not 
therefore be the amount paid to the landowner. 
Acquisition costs therefore appear to be 
overstated. 

Costs appear to be 
overstated by 
£329,062 

Costs appear to be 
overstated by 
£147,745 

The Council’s assumptions make an allowance of 
£250,000 for town planning/site promotion costs 
across all of the SUE and Horley NW appraisals. 
The Consortium’s appraisals increase this to 
£777,165 without explanation. 

Costs appear to be 
overstated by 
£527,165 

Costs appear to be 
overstated by 
£527,165 

Total £3,056,227 £647,910 

 


